Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) became operational in 1960, and since that time has achieved the status of the world's premier wind tunnel for testing large aeroelastically scaled models at transonic speeds. The
INTRODUCTION
TDT, built andflown(with oneexception, theA-12 configuration) areincluded. Thepaperbegins with a brief introduction to the TDT, followedby a description of the facility, its capabilities andfeatures pertinent to flutterclearance testing. Thisis followed bya discussion of theairplane configurations thatwerefluttertested in theTDTduring eachdecadefrom the 60's throughthe 90's. The discussion of eachairplaneconfiguration includes highlights of the tc_ts performedin the TDT, contributions totherespective airplane flutterclearance programs anda photograph of themodel.All tests were performed in heavy gas (R-12) unless otherwise noted, and all tests were conducted prior to the heavy gas conversion from R-12 to RI34a in 1996.
The TDT tests did not, on their own, flutter clear these airplanes.
Tile .wind tunnel models were dynamically and aeroeiasticaily scaled to a "theoretical" airplane configuration. However, the dynamic, aeroelastic, and other scaling laws were not specifically satisfied for each planned "as built" and "flying" airplane, hence the word "configuration" is added (or assumed added) in this paper to each airplane mentioned. Based on this "connection" between the models tested and the airplane, the results from these tests are considered experimental research that contributed to the flutter clearance of these airplane configurations. Results fromthewindtunnel testsreduced therisk and cost of the flighl test program, Most store configurations showed nosignof flutter occurring within theflightenvelope, andstore configurations where flutter couldbe an issuewereidentifiedfor the flight tcst program. Two mount systems were used: the vertical-rod-mount system and the two-cable-mount system. 2_ Figure 14 shows the model mounted in the TDT test section using the vertical-rod-mount system For some of these, tests were also conducted in the early 90's. In all, 17 tests in the TDT were focused on these airplane configurations. The store configurations studied were selected from those expected to be used most frequently and most flutter critical. The wind tunnel tests showed that all these configurations were flutter free throughout the airplane operational envelope simulated. In addition buffet data was obtained for several configurations to provide a basis for predicting the buffet loads for the airplane. 
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